KCM Connections are small-group gatherings in a choice of 3 different locations for initiating new MITs and their administrators into our state-wide professional learning community. New MITs will receive focused attention from KCM staff, Regional Coordinators, the KDE and experienced MITs. Administrators are encouraged to attend KCM Connections on the morning of the first day. Day 1 is intended for all new or replacement MITs and day 2 is for Number Worlds MITs only. In addition to these 1 or 2 days of training, all new/replacement MITs will attend in July either Math Recovery training or Math Solutions for MITs.

Contact:  Gwen Morgan  or  Alice Gabbard  
July 9-10, 2008  
Whitley County Central Primary School  
520 Boulevard of Champions  
Williamsburg, KY 40769